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Description - PDF Utils




  
  
PDF Buddies , the publisher behind many Android apps (Convert to PDF ,PDF Utils), brings PDF Utils with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. PDF Utils apps has been update to version 1.0 with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.

.


If you are Android owner,you now can download PDF Utils for $0.99 from Google Play. The application is designed for use in English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. The new PDF Utils app version 1.0 has been updated on 2015-01-9. For ensuring consistency with the device you should take into account the following app compatibility information: 2.3.3 and up
Bottom Line: For more information about PDF Utils check developer PDF Buddies`s website : http://pdf-buddies.appspot.com/


 Enjoy 12 PDF operations in one power packed app.1) Merge files2) Split PDF document3) Convert doc / docx files to PDF4) Conversion from website5) Convert from images6) Add password to document7) Remove password from files8) ...
 
  The app works great but my only complaint is the UI It s user friendly but it s still having that lollipop era theme which feels outdated I just hope that the developer updates the UI and makes it look more modern and up to date Will give 5 stars if that is done                   Nagappa Pattanashetti 
 I like this software too much So that I purchased this software If developer add this feature camera to pdf it s make it more useful to us                       Rakesh Singh 
 Good but not better I can not write permission on SD Card But how can solve this problem my android OS is oreo 8 0 model galaxy j7 prime2 please Developer feedback me to solve it                       Hemen Halder 
 Good and convenient for students as well professionals and officials                       Abhijeet singh mertiya 
 It is awsm app very much help for student i love this app and every function are include in this app and it is very helpful for all and i truely recomended to all purchase the app                       Information u0026 Help 
 Provide the facility for text recognition in image to pdf files               Karmvir Rana 
 Fantastic app all in one for pdf editor                       Yashwant Tripathi 
 Very nice app to handle pdf                       Mohd. Aizaz Khan 
 Searching files from phone memory is a very difficult work       NARESH KUMAR 
 Converter of Xls files to pdf are not available Please add this converter       Baljit Singh 
 Perfect App thanks for developers team                       Palakshi B 
 In a word fabulous This app does everything it promises and doesn t take all day to do it If it had batch conversations I would score it 6 out of 5 Congratulations guys you created a must have tool                       Peter Eudibabe 
 Everything seems fine except we arenot able to create output directories on External sd card inserted in device plz fix this Plz reply if any other way available                       Ratnesh Kr 
 I really like the app it s a useful tool for the price definitely but it is missing a way to auto sort out the pages that or im overlooking it other than that very well worth it good work guys                   Will Schler 
 I like this a lot It is very smooth and attractively laid out And very well priced My 2 criticisms are Cannot save to an SD card Cannot do editing of PDF page deletion whilst viewing the document So we have to look first note down what pages we want to delete then go to the app Sort those out and 5 stars and you will have the best app of its kind on here 2 months later and an update and neither of my suggestions have been addressed           Cousin Benson 
 I think there are many essential things which can be added in this paid aap Not the best app instead of that it is a all in one app only           Sovajit Paul 
 bought this app and whenever i convert the filw from pdf to word it says no app available for sharing of pdf Wortg my time and money       Maxandkim ngaihte 
 i loved it I m requesting to the developer to add two more features EDIT ADD BACKGROUND COLOR u0026 REVERSE SELECTION to keep certain pages and rest would be deleted automatically IN DELETE PAGES OPTION                       Neeraj Kushwaha 
 While converting from pdf to docs its converting only the text content not the images For images its showing as its deleted or moved Images present in pdf are getting into word doc coming as empty               Narasimha Reddy 
 False description I bought this app so I could edit a pdf document All I wanted to do was add text to a pdf file There is no option Even though the description says EDIT PDF it is a lie Extremely disappointed Do not waste your money if you want to actually edit a pdf document       Adam Swayzee 
 I reported previously about a watermark bug in the previous version of this app i also contacted you really good response from respected support team And now in the latest update the problem really solve Good to see the watermark in 0 degree rotate on opposite site in the previous version that was really weird but that problem also solved now giving you 5 stars                       Subhrajyoti Samanta 
 UI is worst and add some options to crop before convention of images into pdf       Subhadeep Karmakar 
 where is the so called Edit pdf or PDF Edit option in the home screen the name says PDF Editor but I cannot see it in homescreen Either I have gone blind or my English is so weak that I misread the app name or maybe developers forgot to put that option on home screen Expecting a reply from dev Uninstalling if this review is unattended       Syed Pasha 
 I ve paid for this app after seeing 7 position in top paid apps list u0026 I was quite hopeful about the performance of this app But today while compressing a 461 60 MB sized pdf it doesn t respond u0026 left a hidden junk folder viz Temporary with a ditto copy of the pdf in it It didn t even compressed a bit The pdf file was downloaded from Internet archive u0026 it was scanned by Camscanner Please resolve this issue u0026 definitely I ll give 5 star rating Note guys it is not good with large sized pdfs               Souvik Dey 
 very poor app it doesn t do what the developer claims that it can do the editing is so much limited to unprofessional options do not buy       MrJul1000 
 This app is not reliable I tried to convert a webpage to a PDF file and the resulting PDF was missing half of the webpage If you want to use this feature be prepared to compare the PDF file to the original webpage to make sure you have the complete page To me this is a waste of my time               Mary W. 
 It converts to pdf but there are other free better apps which allows you to crop image as you like as per ur response this is not image processing app but then why you have the feature to convert from image to pdf simply you can you our tool is incapable If there is a feature of converting image to pdf then why cant we fix it This can be done using many free apps available If this can be refunded will be great help       Rahu L 
 Very nice app quite powerful good interface Very wide range of functions I agree with other reviewer only not being able to delete move pages when in the document stops me from giving it a 5 already                   Kurt Decoene 
 useless app converts pdf to word then says unable to open invalid file name worthless dont waste your time       Adrian Burton 
 Very good for most required actions Thank you I need to extract part of page like A chapter ends in middle of page and next chapter begins I need to extract chapter wise some cases ending part of a page                       Vijaya Kumar S 
 Image to PDF converter is ordinary Please add some scan quality so that we can select the quality to which we want to convert We mostly like to make our notes as PDF so we like that option in which it looks like Xerox copy                   By_mistake 
 Awesome app and easy to use Well done guys and thanks for this wonderful app Cheers                       Gerard L 
 What a fantastic app it does everything you want and more Absolutely brilliant                       Nigel Harrington 
 great app need more improvement in UI little bit hard to delete page if I can t see the page it self convert still using cloud computing I think But for only 3k IDR it worth enough                       Naufal Takbir Ibrahim 
 useless app i converted pdf document to word After converting when i opened the word document it shows invalid document       Prem Lakhwani 
 Worth aap ever i purchase it but do nothing I can t edit input or output words I want my money back       Pintu Patra 
 i am interested in reducing the pdf file size from 1 to 1 4 of the size but it didnt help so returning the app               anjaneya rama 
 I needed an app that converted word docs to PDF and having tried and failed with many other apps this did the job nicely I have used it 4 times now and worked perfect every time                       James Stone 
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